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Welcome to

 get to know

This is Skye Garnier.

She works at CAT as our Scheduling and Academic Records Assistant.
Student Success asked her these questions:
Welcome to ISSUE EIGHT of interFace,
CAT’s quarterly magazine.

What do you do here at
CAT? (1 sentence)

Another year, another graduation. We
are so proud of the students who pass
through the Centre for Arts and Techology,
and truly believe that they are the future
superstars of the art and tech worlds.

Scheduling and Academic
Records Assistant.
Three words that best
describe you?

This issue we spotlight the graduating
students of the Advanced Interior Design
& Technology, Animation for Game, Film
& Visual Effects, Electronic Music Production,
Digital Photography, Event & Promotions
Management, Graphic & Digital Design,
Network Administration Specialist and
Network Security Specialist programs.

Trustworthy, loyal, thoughtful.
What did you do last
weekend?
Went to Thunder Mountain
Raceway for the drag races.

In addition, we catch you up on cool stuff
that happened on campus this term - like
a guest lecture from award winning
sports photographer Reuben Krabbe, the
animation department annual studio trip
to Vancouver, and the Graphic and Digital
Design/Web developments’ annual ‘Speed
Dating Portfolio Evening - aand (as it says
on the cover) SO MUCH MORE.

If I gave you $1000 today,
how would you use it?
I would take off for the
weekend and go to Vancouver
for some good food and ...
shopping.

We want to start by thanking everyone
who has made this issue possible, and we
hope you enjoy reading it as much as we
did putting it together for you.

What’s an entertaining fact
about you?
I recently took the Restricted
and Non-Restricted Firearms
Course.

InterFACE Editorial Team

Who is your favorite
colleague and why?

Why are we called interFACE?
The word interface is both a noun (a point
where two systems, subjects, organizations, etc.,
meet and interact), and a verb (interact with
another system, person, organization, etc.), that
also has techie connotations (a device or program enabling a user to communicate with a
computer; to connect with another computer or
piece of equipment by an interface); lastly, the
magazine is the ‘internal face’ of the college.
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(Selfie by Skye Garnier)

I’m still new here. So far
everyone has been very kind
and welcoming. No favorites
- YET.
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SHOOTING
(for) the

For sports photographer
Reuben Krabbe, the night sky is often
the backdrop for his award winning work.
6
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 spotlight
Award winning sport photographer
Reuben Krabbe dropped by CAT this
term to talk about his award winning
film ‘Eclipse’ (Best Snow Film, 2015
Banff Film Festival) and chat to
InterFACE about all things photography.

“Through both
editorial, or
commercial
work you
often get
special access
to locations,
or also to
people’s life
stories.”

What made you originally want to become a
photographer? And a sports photographer in
particular?
I got into photography because it was a creative
way to interact with the sports I already was
doing with my friends. After shooting a couple
frames we started to realize one photo was
better than another, and that progressed until it
became an expensive hobby and a real passion.
Did you do any formal training in
photography?
I did a one year certificate in photography
at the Western Academy of Photography in
Victoria BC.
What is it about a particular photograph that
makes you think that you have really done
what you set out to do?
Some times it’s the moment when I have the
picture almost exactly as envisioned, but often
I’ll be aiming for one idea and run into new
inspirations on the day of the shoot. When that
happens I just run with the ideas!
What makes a photo stand out in your mind?
Photography is communication, so, when a
photograph communicates something new I stop
and look, or, when it communicates the same
thing in an entirely new way, that is exciting.

All photos Reuban Krabbe.
Top: one of the Northen
Lights ‘Aurora’ series.
Middle: Deep Summer Peak.
Bottom: Ian McIntosh, Black
Tusk, First Descent.
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Was it difficult to become a working
photographer? What did your journey to
professional look like?
Yes, it’s a lot more complex and difficult than
putting on a uniform at a factory and simply
getting a monthly cheque. But, it’s entirely worth
it for me. I enjoy working hard, I enjoy the
creativity of business strategy. I did a couple
extra business courses and then moved into a
van to save costs and get closer to Whistler
where I wanted to live. Then I spent effort on my
passion of sport photography, and a ‘cash cow’
of shooting architecture photography which was
easier to step into.
How did the ‘Eclipse’ project come about?
The idea evolved from a photograph I saw by
Grant Gunderson of a skier under stars, and
I thought ‘this could be done with Northern
Lights’. After shooting the ski photography

‘Aurora’ I then wanted to see if a solar eclipse
could be a thing to photograph. Salomon Skis
liked the idea because it was risky, and, the rest
is history!
How has your win at the Banff Film
Festival affected you both personally and
professionally?
Eclipse, and the win at Banff really made me
feel proud, but, it also made me wonder if I
could ever create anything else that would make
an impact? Was I a one hit wonder? I came to
the realization that I should simply feel lucky to
have an experience of that magnitude, and to
go back to simply expressing creativity the best
I could. If I did that, I couldn’t lose. Eclipse has
won me some better networking, and therefore
work too. So, as a marketing effort it could be
successful in itself.
What is the best thing about being a
professional photographer?
Getting invited into people’s lives. Through both
editorial, or commercial work you often get
special access to locations, or also to people’s
life stories. Without my role as a photographer,
I wouldn’t get the excuse to ask people about
their life story.
What is the most challenging thing about
being a professional photographer?
Maintaining cash flow, re-inventing yourself, self
doubt, managing human relationships around
a chaotic schedule. There’s a lot that isn’t sweet
about it, but, when managed well, it works out.
What advice would you give to photography
students and recent graduates?
Repeat positive thoughts in your head about
what you’re doing and where you’re going.
Choose that thing, and keep telling yourself and
others where it is that you’re going. If you do
that well, you increase your odds.
What one piece of advice do you wish
someone had given you when you were
starting out.
Buy good insurnace, be frugal and strategic until
you get the ball rolling
What’s left on your photographic bucket list?
I have started working on an idea for a story
about the age of action sport as a new phase
in human history; but, it’s hard finding if there’s
a ‘right’ place for that story. I also want to live
in an off-the-grid cabin for a year somewhere...
hah!
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 animation

Each year the senior cohorts of CAT’s
animation programs make the pilgrimage to
Vancouver. The goal is to tour studios, network
with industry professionals/alumni and to be
exposed to the city itself over a 3-day period.
This year was our 14th annual ‘Studio Crawl’
and was vocally considered a rousing success
by all who attended.
Due to the larger numbers, 2D and 3D students
are split up and divided into separate tours,
therefore allowing us to target studios that
focus entirely on their program production and
artistic aspirations.
For the 2D students the itinerary involved
visiting Titmouse, Slap Happy Cartoons, Atomic
Cartoons and Kickstart Entertainment. The 3D
students toured EA, Sony Imageworks, Bron
Animation and Atomic Cartoons. Together both
2D and 3D toured DHX Media.
“I really enjoyed being able to visit the studios
first hand and being able to get a feel for the
different atmospheres and communities that the
studios have,” says Brooke Mitchell, AGFVE
student. “Having that experience helped me
decide on exactly what I’m looking for in a
studio when applying for positions.”

Studio
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Thrown into the mix is a networking social, held
at a local eating and drinking establishment on
the first night of the trip. Many of our alumni
working in Vancouver, coupled with former
colleagues of Sean Ridgway, the Animation
Department Head, attend this event and are
paired up with students whose industry goals
match theirs. We’ve found students who come
prepared to show some work can make some
serious connections for once they’re closer

to graduation and searching for that all
important first job.
“My favorite part of the trip was the networking
event that was set up for us,” agrees Brooke.
“Making those connections was probably one
of the most important things about the trip. I
have kept those connections since then and have
received helpful feedback and critique while
wrapping up my final projects and completing
my portfolio.”
The second night consists of going to watch an
animated feature (Toy Story 4 this year) and
allowing the students to relax and explore
the city without any mandated itinerary. The
last day of the trip consists of the students
breaking off into groups and, with a CATO
staff team leader, explores living in the city.
This includes exposing them to the transit
system, rental areas, different communities
and artistic venues that hopefully remove
any trepidation about living and working in
Vancouver. All in all a jam packed 3 days and
a great experience.
“I’d say the connections I made are the most
important thing I took away from the trip,” says
Brooke. “The second most important is that I am
more confident, and in turn more excited, about
moving to Vancouver to start my career.”
‘Visiting Vancouver, where it’s near impossible
to throw something and not hit an animator, is
invaluable to exposing our students to all the
possibilities that the city provides from both a
career and personal perspective,” says Ridgway.
“The people we meet and studios we visit echo
the students training at CATO and provide much
needed motivation and direction for these, soon
to be, young professionals.”

Field Tripping
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 audio

Thanks to the ‘Tune It Down, Turn It Up’ festival,
this term the audio students got hands-on experience
in both live music and studio recording.

This term students in the CAT AEP program
were given the chance to run a recording
session completely on their own, where the
goal was to record five bands within five hours.
Earlier this year, organizers of the ‘Tune It
Down, Turn It Up festival approached us with
opportunities for CAT students to get involved
in the event, which included an interesting
component for the audio students. The
organizers had the idea to have five random
bands from the festival come into the CAT
studio to record a song each, but with the
catch that each band only got an hour.
While the goal was challenging, it seemed like
the perfect chance to throw some students into
the deep end to see if they could swim.
The premise seems simple; the bands would
all play the same backline (fancy word for
instruments), and it would all be setup to
record in advance. A band would show up,
plug in their guitars to the pre-set amps, the
drummer would sit down at the house kit, and
they could be off to the races. They would get
sounds for 10-15 minutes, then plan for 30-40
minutes, and wrap up in time for the next band
to start exactly 60 minutes later.
As the students learned very quickly, things
never go quite as well as you hope they would.
With the first band showing up at 10am, the
students arrived at the school at 8am to setup
and get organized. With some advice from
their department head, they came up with a
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concept that would offer the simplest setup
that yielded maximum flexibility. Microphones
were checked, instruments were tested, and
headphones were setup. Everything was
ready to go, and in theory the hard work was
already done. Now to wait for the first band,
and quickly do a line check, and then start
recording.
Except that didn’t happen.
As soon as the first band showed up, they
wanted to move everything around, and
completely change the setup to fit their own
vision for how the recordings would go. All the
work of the previous 2 hours was essentially
rendered pointless, and the students were
forced to scramble to do a completely
new setup within 10-15 minutes. To say it
was stressful for the students would be an
understatement, but they managed to pull it
off and get the first band recorded. (Lesson
learned - never assume you know what a band
may want!)
Sadly, the 2nd (and 4th) band ended up ‘no
showing’, but the 3rd and 5th bands went much
smoother, as they were more than ok with using
whatever setup was available.
At the end of the session each of the three
bands were able to get two songs recorded in
their one hour slot.
After the dust had settled, I asked the students
some simple questions about the session to see
what it was they actually learned. Here are
some of their responses:

Getting Thrown
In The Deep End

Question – What was the easiest part of
the session?
“The easiest part of it all was the actual
recording. Once we were recording, it was
actually pretty fun and knowledgeable
experience.”
“The easiest part of the session I’d say is after
you get that first song down with each band.
From there you just ask them which song they’re
doing or if they want another take.”
Question – What was the hardest part of
the session?
“The hardest part of the session was learning
ways to incorporate the artists’ will and wants
into the recording while staying in the 1 – 2
hour time limit, and also dealing with the stress
of having to make major changes you didn’t
expect to have to make.”
“For me the hardest part about the session was
the anxiety I felt beforehand and at the start
until everything got rolling. Also learning to
work with musicians who aren’t necessarily used
to a studio setting was a bit challenging.”
Question – What was the most educational
part of the session?
“I learned better ways to work with not only
artists’ ideas, but my colleagues’ ideas and still
find a way to be productive.”
“Before going into the session, I had no idea
how smooth it really was when you’re working
with pros who are patient with you and trust
your work. It’s hard to know how it feels until

you have done it yourself, as even working
with a half decent musician who kinda knows
the studio, is nowhere near as seamlessly
efficient of a process as we had. To sum it all
up, working with the right musicians can make
a world of difference to how the time goes for
everyone, and how well you can work. “
Question – What advice would you give to
yourself in hind sight about the session that
would of helped things go better?
“Plan for more diversity in the bands and how
they may want it set up. We planned for the
session to be set up in a certain fashion that was
able to compensate for minor changes. We got
tossed for a bit of a whirl when we had to rearrange a large portion of the setup for the first
band and although we pulled through, I wish we
could’ve been more prepared.”
“If I could look back and give myself some
advice for this, I’d say to relax and do what I
have been taught to do. At the end of the day,
stressing and getting anxious will only make it
harder to get into the groove of tracking great
music.”
Big thanks to ‘Tune It Down, Turn It Up’, the
the bands ‘A Cosmic Microwave Pickle’,
‘Pharm’ and ‘Sweet Beast’ for giving us this
opportunity.
Words: Chris Holmes

Note: If you would like to hear the songs that the
students recorded, you can go to the CAT soundcloud
account: https://soundcloud.com/digitalartschool
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 digital filmmaking

Along with
creativity and
impeccable
technical skills,
being able to
communicate
effectively with
your clients is
really, really
important.
So how better
to hone these
skills than on a
live project for a
company that helps
people develop
their Emotional
I-Q’s.

Every year in Term 4,
CAT’s Digital Filmmaking
students are paired up with
local companies to shoot a
corporate video. This ‘live’
project is part of the Business
of Video and Film course, and
is done in partnership with
Accelerate Okanagan.
This year the project was done
with The EQ Development
Group, a company in Kelowna
that offers coaching, workshops
and certification in Emotional
Intelligence development.
“I have worked with CAT students
before and this particular
opportunity came up in a Kelowna
Business Group I belong to Accelerate Okanagan,” explains
Karen Bowen, Senior Partner
with EQ.
“Working with the students was
great, and interesting. They were
adapt at creating a plan, defining
the scope and keeping it clear,
along with good communication.
For improvement….hmmm…
perhaps giving me more
information around expectations
as an “actor”, I don’t think I did a
very good job!” she laughs.

“Working with a live client
was really exciting, it was the
first time I really got to do the
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whole producing thing and I
found I really enjoyed it, says
Morgan Thomas, DFM student
and the project’s producer.
“I think the most important
aspect of working with a
live client is to keep a line of
communication open between
all parties, I sent so many
emails to our client always
keeping them up to date and I
think that really helped in the
long run because there were no
surprises for either of us.”
Project director Jared White
agrees.

“Without a doubt, the most
important aspect of dealing
with a client is communication.
Our client was great at
keeping in touch with us and
vice versa,” agrees Jared.
“Working for a real client was
a great opportunity to let our
professionalism grow.
To me the only thing different
about making a corporate
video is the end goal. A
corporate video needs to help
a business grow, and that’s
it, while a more narrative
driven project is about letting
creativity shine. This isn’t a bad
thing, it’s just different.”
“Corporate videos differ

because working on them is
the first time we start to work
with live clients, and work on
something non-school related,”
explains Morgan. “We all
had to learn how to adapt to
different clients and different
requests which is something
we hadn’t really had to do
before.”
This collaboration has
been running since 2014,
during which time over 60
companies and students have
participated - and benefited.
“The partnership was initiated
by myself and Victor Poirier
sitting down to discuss how
Accelerator Okanagan
could be working more with
the Centre for Arts and
Technology,” Retzlaff explains.
“Victor said he was looking
for real industry clients that
the students could work with in
order to have that real world
experience. I said we have a
large database of clients - and
are constantly working with
new ones - and it would be a
real win for these early stage
start-ups to get a professional
video that they could include
on their website. That was how
it started.”
The video explores the choas
we all go through in our
day-to-day lives, and how
to better deal with it via
emotional intelligence.
“Jared actually came up with
our concept, I’m not sure how
that particular idea came to
him, but when it came time
to show the client they loved
the idea. They didn’t have a
lot to do with the idea for the
concept, however they played
a big part in the script,” says
Morgan.

“I honestly couldn’t tell you
how the idea came to me,”
laughs Jared. “I guess I
thought about how emotional
intelligence is like looking
behind the scenes of a movie
and understanding how it is
made. It’s also kind of like
breaking the 4th wall.
“It was important to offer
students an opportunity to
develop the skills of working
with a live client in a safe
and educationally pertinent
environment,” says Victor
Poirer, Department Head of
Digital Filmmaking.
“Accelerate Okanagan’s
business incubator was a
perfect fit, as it offered
not only a wide range
of organizations and
opportunities for our students
to work with, it also meant
that established production
companies were not being
negatively impacted by
students going to the wider
business community offering
free work in return for their
services.”
Like all real world projects,
this one was not without its
challenges.
“The most difficult part of this
project, in my mind, would be
the planning. Luckily for me,
Morgan is a great producer,
so I knew I could trust her in
handling it,” says White. “The
most important thing I learned
with this project is that, you
should find a partner that
you can rely on. Not only to
pull their own weight, but go
beyond what an average
person would do.”
“For me, the most difficult part
was when we had to make the

decision to re-shoot the entire
video,” remembers Thomas.
“We had originally done the
video with one of our clients
as the actor, but we ultimately
decided that the best thing
for the video would be to go
with an actor, and so we had
to convince the client that this
would be what was best for
the video.”
That being said, the
challenges didn’t take away
from the positives.
“I honestly enjoyed pretty
much every part of it,” agrees
Morgan. “I didn’t play a big
role in coming up with the
concept but I enjoyed the
organizing of the project.”
“The most enjoyable part of
the process was filming it,”
says Jared. “With that said,
it was challenging getting the
crew to hurry up and wait so
much.”
The project was also a great
learning experience for all
involved.
“Make sure everyone is on the
same page and that there is
time to sit and relax,” explains
Thomas. “Otherwise I was
stressing myself out more than
I realized and it takes a toll
on the whole project when not
everyone is able to contribute
their best because they’re too
stressed out.”
As with any ‘live’ project, the
success of the endeavor always
lies in the customer’s level of
satisfaction, so we asked the client
if they would recommend the
experience to other companies?
The answer: “100% yes!”
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Advanced Interior
Design & technology

GRADUATES
CIARA RYAN

“As a human being, I try to
leave positive and meaningful
impacts with people and
the planet daily; through
my experience thus far as
a designer, I do the same.
For me, design is about
pushing creative limits and
exploring alternative ways of
approaching solutions which
connect people to each other
and their community.
I have an affinity for all
aspects of design but the idea
of creating a space where one
might experience sensations of
inspiration, or mesmerization
is, for me, the most rewarding
part of interior design.
One of my passions is historic
architecture, how it connects
us to our past and provides
relevance through character
and beauty in our present. I
hope to pursue a career in
Interior Design which focuses
on restorative design for both
people and the interior built
environment.”
IRINA CHIRKOFF
“Design is much more than
enclosed walls and the items
that fill them. It is art, beauty,
and passion, and is constantly
evolving. The idea that my
professional career could
consist of me exploring the
vast extents of my creativity
on a daily basis is what called
me to interior design.
Left to Right: Ciara Ryan, Erin Mottershead, Irina Chirfkoff, Sofia Rodriguez Gil. Photo by Grant Robinson.
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From our ancient civilizations,
to our modern world, I’m still

fascinated by our ability to
shape and create spaces. I love
the process of starting with a
single concept and exploring
all the different aspects of
the project - functionality,
ergonomics, aesthetics - and
how they come together into
a beautiful final product. I
believe the most beauty can be
found in simplicity, and that it’s
the little details that can make
all the difference.

industry certifications such as
LEED and WELL AP to continue
my commitment to making
better choices in the built
environment. I look forward
to future opportunities, to
pass along my knowledge
to the next generation, and
to continue to learn from the
previous.”

What I admire most about
design is the way it can make
you feel. It is immensely
powerful. It has the ability to
dig deep inside of you, stir
your emotions, and make you
stand still and say “WOW”. I
dream of doing this for others
for the rest of my life.”

“Before I moved to Canada,
I lived in Mexico where I was
surrounded by vibrant colors,
beautiful music, and many
local artists. In time, I began
to explore different branches
of art, like music, drawing,
photography and even
painting welding masks with an
airbrush. The thing with art is
that it’s limitless in the variety
and that’s what I love about
design.

ERIN MOTTERSHEAD
“Learning and growing as a
designer over the past few
years has taught me so much
about myself. I have learned
that exploring various solutions
and being flexible to change
leads to beautiful conclusions.
Manipulating scale,
proportion, and texture brings
out the best in simple concepts.
As an interior designer, I look
forward to creating interiors
that make you stop for a
moment in order to take it
all in.
I am passionate about
focusing on design which is
sustainable with a tempered
environmental impact. Beauty
in both image and benefit.
My goal is to pursue leading

SOFIA RODRIGUEZ GIL

Interior design has become
my passion because it also
is limitless allowing me to
integrate myself into the
infrastructure of cities and
potentially society in an
impactful and functional way.
Design has the power to
connect people, educate
people, or even offer an
escape for people, and as
an interior designer I believe
that, this career will allow to
enhance interiors. By enhancing
interiors with innovative,
sustainable and functional
designs, I essentially have the
ability to enhance people’s
well-being, which is my main
core value.”
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AGFVE | Animation for Game, Film & Visual Effects

Animation
We asked AGFVE grads:

What would be your dream studio to work for and why?
Devan Bellamy: I have two
different studios I would love
to work for. Number 1 is Lucas
Film. I am a massive fan of
Star Wars. It has and always
will be a dream of mine, to
work on anything Star Wars.
Star Wars was my inspiration
for becoming an animator and
game designer.
My 2nd Dream Studio has to
be Bungie. They’ve created
some of my favourite game
series and my all time favourite
game, ‘Destiny’. To be able to
work on a game that I spend
hours upon hours playing
anyway, would be perfect
for me.

Clockwise from above left: tree, Sophie
Desaulniers; cartoon, Brandon Lazich;
motorcycle, Brooke Mitchell; nun, Mishayla
Paulson; swallows, Sophie Desaulniers; ‘Mojo’
sculptures, Hayden Rance.

Zachary Bechdholt: It’s tough
deciding on just one studio with
so many amazing animations
coming from so many different
powerhouses. My top picks
would have to be either Pixar
Studios, Industrial Light &
Magic, or Sony Imageworks.
They have all come out with
some breathtaking and cutting
edge animations in recent
years. But with the recent
release of Into the SpiderVerse I can’t help but lean
towards Sony Imageworks.
Their willingness to try
something so new and cutting
edge has left a tremendous
milestone in the animation
world, and gets me excited
to see where we can push the
envelope next.
Julia Gagne: My dream studio
to work for is Bethesda Game
Studios. They work on some of
my favorite games, inspiring
me to come here to become a
CG Modeler. Also they have so
many dogs there.

Dawson Hiemstra: My
dream studio I will work for
is Nintendo. Why? I have
grown up my whole life
playing Nintendo games, and
following their company ever
since. Now that I have taken
the time learning game design
in high school and animation
in college, I want to pursue
my career in the video game
industry one day. For now I
have carved a path in baby
steps, every day I learn more
and more about how mechanics
and design in games work, and
the animation used to sell how
the magic works. With enough
experience of animation and
game design under my belt,
also with enough hard work
and courage throughout my
life, I can one day achieve my
dream working at Nintendo
as a 3D Animator and Game
Designer.

Mishayla Paulson: My
dream studio would have to
be EA games in Vancouver.
I have enjoyed thier
games for many years and
honestly they were my main
inspiration for becoming a
CG modellor. The content
they create has been a
motivator for the level of
quality I should strive for.

Reannon Koochicum:
Probably Square Enix. I always
liked the games the company
has produced so far, and Final
Fantasy has always been one
of my creative inspirations,
for not only as an artist
but an animator as well. I
know it’s what gave me that
motivational boost to bring me
to where I am today.

Cameron Bastiaanssen
Zachary Bechdholt
Brandon Charlton
Sophie Desaulniers
Julia Gagne
Dawson Hiemstra
Reannon Koochicum
Brittney Lane
Brandon Lazich
Hope Martel
Sayard McQuade
Ethan Miletto
Brooke Mitchell
Mishayla Paulson
Hayden Rance
Hillarie Wilson

Brooke Mitchell: My dream
studio would be EA Burnaby,
because when I walked around
the studio it felt like home. The
atmosphere there is awesome,
I love that they have an indoor
and outdoor basketball court
along with a fully equipped
gym, and people bring their
dogs to work too!

Hillarie Wilson: My dream
studio is Weta Digital in
Wellington, NZ. Watching
the behind the scenes of the
Lord of the Rings trilogy is
what inspired me to enter
the world of visual effects
in the first place, and what
better place to aim to work
than the studio that made
those films a reality, right in
the real world Middle Earth.

SEPT 2019 GRADS

DEC 2018 GRADS
Colton Andersen
Kaitlyn Henrickson
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digital photography

Audio
(Electronic Music Production) EMP
GURWINDER JEET

JESSE O’NEIL

17 | Kurukshetra, India

28 | Castlegar , BC

Plans to do music producing
and song writing in the Punjabi
music industry in Vancouver
after the school.

I want to make a modest living
from writing songs (EDM,
Hip hop, many)and eventually
playing those songs out live.

ETHAN OCHITWA

JOSH WIGHT

19 | Carnduff, SK

19 | West Kelowna, BC

Plans to become a Music
Producer/ Mix & Mastering
Engineer.

Plans on being a touring DJ/
Music Producer.

ZACHARY SHELLEY
20 | Calgary, AB
Plans to be a Music Producer
and Recording Artist.

RILEY YOUNG
20 | Grande Prairie, AB
After school I’d like to become
a touring DJ/Producer, or
try ghost producing. Also be
saving money, and relocate to
a bigger city like Toronto at
the right time.

CALLUM STRACHAN
22 | Peachland, BC
Plans on being a touring DJ/
Music Producer.

RYAN EDLUND
22 | Edmonton , AB
Plans on being a touring DJ/
Music Producer.
		

GRADUATES
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GRADUATES
Katelyn Bennett-McCrea: I’ve chosen to
go into photography, due to me loving to
be creative. I’ve always loved being able to
capture true moments of people around me,
to show people in a way that I see them, and
also being able to show people with a sense of
reality and not fakeness.
Joshua Burdeos: Whether it’s expressing the
emotions of people, or capturing an action
that doesn’t happen everyday... these types of
images are what I express in my photography.

Jessica Filiatrault: Experiencing the feeling
of exploration, freedom and being able to
see the world in a different perspective is why
I love taking photos. Having this outlet allows
me to be creative, whether I am photographing
personal projects or with a specific client.
Morgan Fraser: Photography gives me the
ability to be my true self, and most of all to be
free! As a photographer there is nothing I like
more than capturing memorable moments, and
creating an atmosphere of pure freedom and
emotion.
Travis Gault: I became a photographer to
capture my view of the world and express my
way of showing it. I shoot for emotion and
feeling.
Aurelie Junod: Photography is a way of
expression (to show the world as I see it),
creation, or of communicating more easily with
my surroundings and environment. It is about
highlighting a unique moment, creating a story,
showing feelings and values.
Wambui Ng’ang’a: Taking a photograph is
like capturing a moment in history and I love
that photographers have a say in deciding what
stories to share with the world. This is why I
chose to become a photographer.
Erynn Oleksyn: I remember the day a light
bulb went off in my head; when I realized
I could incorporate my biggest passion into
photography. Sports. There’s just something
about sports photos that keeps me absorbed.
Whether it’s action photos or portraits. Getting
the perfect shot, with the perfect composition
at the perfect moment. That’s what it’s all
about for me!
Photos (top to bottom): Erynn Oleksyn;
Wambui Ng’ang’a.
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Damien Stasiewich: I’m
a photographer to explore
and adventure through the
outdoors as much as possible
and influence others to go out
and see the place they live
in. As a wildlife and fishing
photographer, I can do just that.
Jacquie Tremblay: I’ve come
to photography after a 15+
year career in the Aviation
Industry with the ambition to
set free my creative soul that’s
been buried under years of
Standard Operating Procedures,
manuals and checklists. Not quite
able to let go of the structure
I’ve become used to, I love
that photography can be both
technical and creative.
Elly Watt: My photography
is a way to contribute to the
creative movement of our world;
it is my creative place to play
with no rules. So why am I a
photographer? Well frick, I just
love to make stunning images
with remarkable people.
Jessika Wingrove: I’ve chosen
to be a photographer because
I enjoy stopping a moment
in time that I witness to share
that moment with others. I am
passionate about creating
images of pets for their
loved ones to cherish for the
rest of their lives.
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Clockwise from top left: Jessika Wingrove; Morgan Fraser; Elly Mae; Jessica Filliatrault; Damien
Stasiewich; Jacquie Tremblay; Aurelie Junod; Katelyn Bennett-McCrea; Josh Burdeo; Travis Gault.
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event + promotions
Management

GRADUATES
OLIVIA BOURASSA
Kelowna, BC | 21

“To achieve
great things,
two things are
needed: a plan
and not quite
enough time.”
Leonard Bernstein

The Centre for Arts and
Technology wasn’t on my radar
until June 2018; I had no idea
that Kelowna had a school that
would apply to my love of
hands on learning and love for
events. I knew that going back
to school was on the horizon, I
just hadn’t been
looking in the right direction.
I was working as assistant
manager for Rip Curl and
loving it but wanted to be able
to have the freedom to work
more on my own terms; to not
be stuck in a building for 8
hours of the day. I wanted to
put my creativity into my work.
That’s when I found the Event
and Promotions Management
program.
Flash forward four months; it’s
my first day as a student at
CAT. Flash forward one year
and here I am writing about
all that I’ve learned and I’ll tell
you. It’s a lot.
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After graduating I hope to
gain more experience in events
but focus in on my love for
event design and social events,
in Winnipeg. Yeah, you read
that right. “Winterpeg”, where
the music and arts culture
thrives. I’m looking forward
to new things in a different
city, however, expect to see me
back in Kelowna again soon.

SUNNEY ENGSTROM
Williams Lake, BC | 24
Upon graduating high school
in my hometown of Williams
Lake, BC I pursued education
in business administration and
went on to work as a legal
assistant in Kamloops. Through
those experiences I gained an
understanding of my strengths
in organization but even more
importantly my passion to
work with people. Therefore,
I enrolled in the Event and
Promotions Management
program to pursue a career in
professional event planning.

Through my studies and
volunteer experience I have
identified my desire to obtain
full time employment executing
exceptional events within the
beautiful Okanagan.

OANA HARABOR
Edmonton, AB | 27
Having previously worked
in event management, I was
passionate to round out my
knowledge of this versatile
industry. I have discovered
a passion for marketing and
digital strategies as part of
my education, and hope to
transition to in-house brand
marketing after graduation.

ALYSSA REMPEL
Kelowna, BC | 20
When I enrolled at CAT
I really wanted to be an
event planner. I loved party
planning, school events,
festivals, anything I could get
my hands on - so the EPM

course was super fitting for
me (at the time). While I
found promotions, marketing,
project management, and
tons of other aspects of event
planning to be very interesting
and extremely useful - the
events program taught me one
of the most important things
I ever learned: I have a big
future in graphic design. So, I’ll
be coming back to CAT next
year to attend the Graphic
and Digital Design program
where I’ll be expanding my
knowledge and refining my
skills!

CRYSTAL TURNER
Dawson Creek, BC | 30
My name is Crystal Turner.
I am from Dawson Creek,
BC. I started the Events and
Promotions Management
Program to make a difference
in the arts community.
Now I have the knowledge to
give artists the foundations for
success, and opportunities to

connect them with audiences.
I have the ability to create
multi-sensory experiences that
cross-pollinate art mediums.

TEIGAN WRIGHT
Saint Albert, AB | 21
I always loved going to events
when I was younger. I attended
my first large scale event when
I was 16. It inspired me to be
a part of my grad committee
and later on to Centre for
Arts and Technology. Through
hands on experience I
discovered the area I want to
focus on; my goal is to pursue
a career in entertainment
management and music
festivals.

Left to right: Olivia Bourassa;
Sunney Engstrom; Oana Harabor;
Alyssa Rempel; Crystal Turner;
and Teigan Wright.
Photo of Crystal Turner by Deval
Kirby; all other photos by Grant
Robinson.
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WHAT
I DO...

graphic
& digital design

GRADUATES

CAT’s current
crop of Graphic
& Digital Design
students describe
their work... in 25
words or less,
and/or on 3x3
squares.

Fun for all ages and abilities.

Clockwise from top
left: digital illustration,
Makenna Daniels;
‘Play-Doh’ ad, Brittney
Komant; ‘Opulence’
magazine, Makenna
Daniels; album cover,
Michael Dwernychuk;
‘Point View’ magazine,
Carley Campbell; ‘Beats’
packaging, Michael
Dwernychuk.

SEPTEMBER 2019 GRADS...
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Carley Campbell: I love starting with a blank
page and letting my creative mind take over
making modern, impactful designs.
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Be like a beea.

Makenna Daniels: My focus as a designer is to
design graphic works that represent the client’s
brand in a positive, innovative and thoughtprovoking way. I also love to create visual
messages using illustration or photoshop.

Michael Dwernychuk: I provide quality graphic
design geared towards packaging and print, but
I would like to end up creating graphics in the
skateboarding/streetwear clothing industry.

Be bold.

Brittney Komant: I have always enjoyed creating
pieces with individuality and a lot of character.
I still try to incorporate it into my personal and
professional work! Nothing is better than seeing
how your work stands out from others.
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Beer
Coraona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4$
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Wines
Bodacious . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8$
savolonic Blanc. . . . . . . . . .10$
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Clockwise from
top left: Tee-shirt
design, Doreen
Lambert; signage,
Nadine McKosker;
advertising, Adam
Orring; menu
design, Tessa Rudkin;
magazine spread,
Nadine McKosker;
brochure, Adam
Orring; packaging,
Tessa Rudkin.

THE FUTURE OF BICYCLES



Colourful,
Professional
Doreen Lambert: I’m able to combine problem
solving, customer service, art and design
principles, allowing me to play a role in the
implementation of design initiatives.
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Nadine McCosker: With passion, I am
dedicated to create visual solutions with the use
of different typography skills, images and layout
techniques.

Adam Orring: When it comes to graphic design
I enjoy making things very clean and unique to
the eye. I keep away from busy-ness.

Tessa Rudkin: As a graphic designer I like
designs with colors contrasting with white space.
It makes the design more eye catching and
interesting. I hope to bring sugar and spice,
including a slice of my own design to the
graphic design world.
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Clockwise from top left: movie poster,
Mattea Wright; conference poster,
Chantelle Schulz; event collateral, Sonia
Toews; digital illustration, Chantelle Schulz;
typography book, Sonia Toews.

“A designer knows he has achieved perfection not
when there is nothing left to add, but when there is
nothing left to take away.”

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.
JUNE 2019 GRADS

Also Graduating | Sarah Reed

Chantelle Schulz: I am a graphic designer who
consistently strives to do better through precision,
determination and diligence. It is my job to
exceed your expectations, not just meet them.
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Sonia Toews: As a graphic designer I enjoy
experimenting with many different styles of
design. I hope to interpret the client’s vision and
style correctly. I want my designs to create an
impact and tell a story.

Mattea Wright: As a designer, I enjoy
manipulating images in new and fun ways into
different creations. I also love to bring to life
different concepts.
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Network Security
GRADUATES
NETWORK ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST
LIAM MCMILLEN-MEYERS
20 | Kamloops/Okanagan, BC
Why NSS?
I pursued this field because it is in line with my mode of thinking.
Dream job?
I think my dream job would be working in a senior position in a
government setting.
IT Superpower?
I am naturally gifted in bash/powershell scripting.

Also Graduating:
KARTHIK KRISHNAN
ADAM BEKE (June 2019)

NETWORK SECURITY SPECIALIST
STEPHEN BRADSHAW
19 | Nanaimo, BC
Why NSS?
It is a lot of variety with many different possibilities.
Dream job?
Network architect with CISCO
IT Superpower?
I would say that my IT strength is networking.

Also Graduating:
CAMERON POWER
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CHOOSE YOUR MISSION

IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS

ANIMATION FOR GAME, FILM & VISUAL EFFECTS
2D ANIMATION & DIGITAL ART
AUDIO ENGINEERING & PRODUCTION
DIGITAL FILMMAKING
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
EVENT & PROMOTIONS MANAGEMENT
GRAPHIC DESIGN & WEB DEVELOPMENT
INTERIOR DESIGN
NETWORK SECURITY
VETERINARY HOSPITAL ASSISTANT

APPLICATION DEADLINE

FEBRUARY 28TH, 2020

FOR $199 EARLY BIRD PRICING | APPLY BY DECEMBER 31ST

TF: 1.866.860.2787
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER

GO TO digitalartschool.com/bootcamp
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“Building confidence, character and community.”

“We have local and national model and talent
scouting, development and placement in television
and print advertising, runway and film.”
- Sylvia Bourassa, Owner/Manager/Agent

To book models or talent for your marketing
initiatives or artistic endeavors, contact us by
emailing info@shinemodels.ca
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@ShineModels

@ShineModelsKelowna37

 digital photography

When Jeremy Drainville
graduated from the CAT
Digital Photography
department in 2017, he was
already recognised by his
instructors as ‘one to watch’.
Fast forward to 2019, and he
has proven them right. Jeremy
is now one of the two resident
ski photographers at Keefer
Lake Lodge in Cherryville,
BC, which is pretty much his
dream job.
Originally from Quebec,
Jeremy now works at Keefer
Lake during the ski seasons,
working 10 hour days, 7
days on, 7 days off. He is up
early, and out with the lodge
guests, documenting every
part of their ski day. Then in
the evenings he puts together
a slide show, capturing the
days activities to show the
guests. He also uses his shots
to produce prints and books
to sell to the guests at the end
of their trip, something he
introduced when he identified
there was a demand - a
great supplemental income
strand.

Digital photography alumni Jeremy
Drainville is not afraid to dream BIG!!!

Dare to Dream
38

Photo by Grant Robinson

Jeremy got the job in much
the same way he approached
his studies at CAT - through
focus, lack of fear, hard graft
and ingenuity; researching the
job fully, then concentrating
on bringing some fresh new
ideas to the position.
Jeremy is also working on
a passion project about
Kootenay’s men in bathtubs

- an idea he started
developing at CAT - for a
future calendar and book.
This term Jeremy popped in
to give a guest lecture about
his photography and career
progress to the current Digital
Photography students that
was absolutely filled with top
tips and good advice - as
follows:
 Advice for while you are
at CAT - take advantage of
the equipment! Invest your
time while you are here, to
have really good gear and to
take really good pictures. It’s
a choice. I made the decision
to put my distractions away
and concentrate on learning
photography.
 Challenge yourself.
Put one photo per day on
your Instagram account.
Try different types of
photography. I didn’t know I
like shooting portraits until I
came to this school!
What I remember most
about school are the two times
I failed. Failure will bring you
to another level if you choose
to step up and get up again.
Look back at your work and
ask - what worked? What
didn’t? Then improve. It’s about
your mindset.
 When it comes to
equipment, It doesn’t matter
what you have, just get out
and shoot. You don’t need lots
of different lens - just know

how to use the ones you do
have.
 Don’t be afraid to tell
people what you do. I have
my graduation portfolio book
with me everywhere I go.
 With my photographs, I’m
always thinking about the
story, and how to move people
through the story.
 On the mountain (at Keefer
Lake) I am going to do the
same thing everyday, so I
push myself to come up with
new - or better - ways of
doing it. To constantly improve
myself. Remember the industry
is always about the next guy
coming. You have to keep
moving and changing and
improving.
 Make a choice! Where ever
you spend your time, that’s
what you are going to get
better at. I don’t want to get
better at bookkeeping, I want
to get better at photography. I
can hire a bookkeeper.
 Don’t be afraid to commit.
Put yourself on a deadline,
then figure it out. Fail if you
have to. Photography is a
process.
Remember, no one’s going to
see your mistakes - I’m only
going to keep my good shots!
 If your dreams are not big
enough to scare you, dream
bigger.

Digital photography alumni Jeremy
Drainville is not afraid to dream BIG!!!
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 event @ Promotions Management
If you were in downtown Kelowna
Saturday afternoon September
7th, you may have noticed groups
of people dating about, clutching
brightly colored envelopes and
staring intently at printed pages.

“As I am interested in the wedding
industry upon graduation I wanted
to develop an event that explored
this interest while fulfilling the
requirements of being a charity
event.”

The pages were maps of the
downtown area, the envelopes
contained clues, and the groups
were teams competing in ‘The
Race To I Do’ - a wedding themed
event put on by CAT’s Event and
Promotions Management students
to raise money for local charity
‘Mamas for Mamas’.

The event started at the
Kelowna Visitor Centre where
they were given their first clues
(and interviewed by) wedding
podcaster Jessica Schlamp of
JessAndy Photography. The event
led the teams to nine downtown
businesses (all with wedding
connections) before ending up at
the Ellis Art Studios for wine and
nibbles.

The event concept was developed
by EPM student Sunney Engstrom.

Poster
40 Design by Alyssa Rempel, EPM. Event photos by Serge Gregoire.

Five teams participated, including
hen parties, people interested in
finding out what Kelowna has to
offer wedding-wise, and even a
team of groomsmen.
Venues ranged from places for
the perfect gift (Olive and Elle,
The Lakehouse), somewhere to
get the perfect bridal ‘do’ (The
Extensionist), a shop to pick the
perfect blend of tea for the
reception (Chaibaba) and a
place to buy essential oils to
maintain a perfect state of calm
on the big day (Healing Hollow).
Some of the businesses even had
little tasks set up for the teams of

participants. Ten Fashions Bridal
Boutique offered a chance to try
on ‘fascinators’ (think micro-hats)
and take selfies; Okanagan
Spirits & Distillery set up a gin
tasting; Burnett’s Florist and Gifts
had an ‘identify the flower’ skill
tester, and Metro Liquor was all
about finding the bottle of ‘I Do’
sparking wine in the shop.

auction and Selfie booth from
Flash and Frame were waiting. “

According to Engstrom, over
$850 of value in kind items were
raised for ‘Mamas for Mamas’.

All in all it was a great day and
a great learning experience
for the EPM students. Engstrom
relates that some of the key
learning she’ll be taking away is
“the importance of creating and
maintaining strong relationships
with sponsors”.

The winning team was the one
to make it to all the businesses
and get to the Ellis Art studio
first, where drinks, food, a silent

“T&K’s Big Days were the winners,
which is exciting as this team
actually had two brides on it!”
says Engstrom. “The prize they
won was a gift basket containing
gift cards, a magazine, wine and
some chocolates!

Engstrom will also be taking
the idea with her! “Yes! As I
am planning on staying within
the Okanagan to build my
career I feel this will be an
exciting opportunity for me in
the future.”
“‘The Race to I Do’ was
absolutely fun and fabulous!”
says Janice Abramsen,
participant. “I really enjoyed
following the clues and was
especially delighted to discover
and experience all of the great
businesses in downtown Kelowna
that I did not know existed. All
in all it was a great day!!”
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 graphic @ digital design + Web development
This term, the Graphic Design
and Web Development
students joined local industry
professionals for the annual
‘Portfolio Speed Dating
Evening’.
The premise is that - like
regular speed dating - each
professional has 10 minutes
with each student to look
at their portfolios and feed
back impressions and helpful
hints.
The event has been running
for three years now, and is a
great networking opportunity
for students - and the
industry!

Photo by Grant Robinson.

The evening was developed
by CAT instructor Carrie
Mayhew, who participated
in something similar when she
was in college.

Portfolio
Portfolio
How
42 to make someone fall in love with your portfolio in 10 minutes or less....

“When I was a graphic design
student at ACAD we had a
similar review with industry
professionals set up but it
went for the whole day,”
rememebers Mayhew. “I
found this was so refreshing to
meet other industry people and
have new eyes on my work.
So I thought how can we have
this experience but in a shorter
version...hence this being
based on speed dating.
I thought that this would be
a great way for the students
to get feedback from other
industry professional (other
then myself), would have a
chance to meet face-to-face
with potential companies that
would hire them and to get
experience talking about their
work, which takes practice. So
having this review set up as a
speed dating style allows the
students to hit all of the above
goals.
I hope that the students get
feedback that they can take
with them to help them grow
as designers they make their
way into the working industry.
I know that not only do the

students benefit but also all of
my working colleagues love
this idea and enjoy seeing who
is graduating.”
This time round Mayhew was
participating as an inudustry
guest, so was able to see the
event from the other side. “I
thought it was interesting to
see the students’ work for the
first time in a portfolio set
up. Each year more students
come in to the program and
the industry is changing and
growing so I like that we can
take this concept and adapt it
but it has such a great benefit
to the students.”
This year’s organiser,
instructor Jon Matlock, echoes
Mayhew’s sentiments.
“As our graphic design students
approach graduation, it’s
important that their portfolios
meet industry standards.
By bringing in professional
graphic designers to evaluate
their work, the students receive
valuable feedback, and are
better prepared to start their
careers,” says Matlock.
And it seems the student
enjoyed the experience as
well.
“It was really great to
get feedback on our work
from a variety of industry
professionals,” says Nick
Romanakis, GDWD.
“The event was a great
opportunity to talk with a good
size group of local designers,
one-on-one, and get feedback
about our portfolios,” says
Doreen Lambert, GDD. “It
was fast paced, but definitely
worth my time! I think even if I
don’t end up ever working for
any of them, that they would
be good contacts for future
projects.”
“The Portfolio Review was a
great experience! Although
short and sweet, the one-onone time with each professional

was very valuable,” says
Joelle Scott, GDWD. “I
received a lot of positive
feedback on my strengths as
a designer as well as ways
to improve my portfolio as
I prepare for a career in
design. This event proved to
be extremely successful and
opened the door to future job
opportunities.”
“I really enjoyed meeting more
people from the industry in
Kelowna and getting to talking
with them about my projects,”
says Nadine McKosker, GDD.
“Getting the various feedback
and input on how my design
work is going was really
valuable. I even received an
offer to review my portfolio
with them again in a personal
meeting.”
Tina Walczak, Chief Design
Officer at Hiilite was one
of the industry participants,
and sees a real value in the
exercise.
“Vulnerable in front of
industry leaders is a great way
to get students comfortable
selling themselves and their
work,” says Walczak. “These
events are valuable for
students as they are able to
get a feel for what the market
is looking for from creatives.
Some students had an immense
level of care and focus put
into their work, it was obvious
that a creative career is at the
forefront of their minds.”
“So far the feedback has been
wonderful; each year we are
seeing more talent coming
out of CAT and the industry
is also seeing that,” says
Mayhew. “My list of industry
professional grows every year
with returning and new people
who want to be a part of this.
I always hear that everyone
wants more time to talk with
the students, I tell them you
should have them for an
interview then.”
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interior designt

Florence Marguerite Knoll Bassett was an
American architect, interior designer, furniture
designer, and entrepreneur who has been
credited with revolutionizing office design and
bringing modernist design to office interiors.
The Interior Design Program at the Centre for
Arts and Technology, Kelowna is excited to
announce the creation of The Knoll Modern
Always Award which will be awarded to a Q8
Student of the Advanced Interior Design and
Technology Program for their research and
design of their Final Graduation Project.
The following is a description of the award:
The Knoll Modern Always Award is given to a
student in Q8 of the AIDT, Advanced Interior
Design and Technology Program, of Centre
for Arts and Technology for their research and
design of interior environments in their Final
Graduation Project.

EDGE

COMPETITIVE

A new competition in CAT’s Advanced Interior Design
& Technology department pays homage to the late,
(very) great designer Florence Knoll.
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This project speaks to fundamental aspects
of modern design in the 21 century such
as internationalism, social progressiveness,
exploration of the changing world and the
purity of materials and form. These spaces
exemplify a blend of art and craft with a
focus on sustainable materials, environmental
stewardship and wellness for people in
their environment. This student recognizes
the importance of timeless design through
the compelling juxtaposition of classic and
contemporary designs in the creation of modern
interior environments where people can live,
work and play.
This award was inspired by one of Knoll’s
founders, Florence Knoll, who the industry lost
earlier this year at the age of 101. Florence
continues to inspire many in the field of Interior
Design and influences design approaches today.
We are proud to present this award in
conjunction with our industry partners Knoll
Canada and HUB Office Furnishings. The award
consists of a plaque and certificate, as well as
$1500 cheque.
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 Network administration | network security
What classes did you teach
t CAT this quarter, and how
did you find the experience?
I was at the helm for
Active Directory Network
Infrastructure (ADNI 1301)
and Network Scripting
Essentials (NSE 1201) courses.
The experience was simply
amazing. Having taught
in over 20 other academic
institutions, every place has a
little something special that
differentiates them from the
others.
With CAT, it’s more than
just a little something. From
the professionals who run
the school, to the drive for
excellence in all the programs,
and finally, to the creative
energy felt in the halls, it’s all
an aspiring creator with a
strong penchant for the arts
would want.
What is your background
in IT?
I first cut my teeth in IT with
teaching, way back in ’95.
Although I started my career
with software developer
in mind, I realized that I
preferred IT infrastructure.
Networks, servers, data
storage, security, and the
operations of a datacenter.
So I spent the next 18 years
focused on delivering courses
in that field.
In 2013, I took a little
break from the classrooms

so that I could work on a
different aspect of my career:
Management. I became part
of the leadership team at the
Royal Canadian Mint and was
responsible for 2 datacenters,
5 sites, 660 servers, 4.4
Petabytes of data, over
1600 databases, and 7 direct
reports. Good times, battle
scars and all.
Are you currently employed
anywhere or do you
freelance?
I now run a company called
KraevTek Consulting Inc.
We are mostly focused on
helping small and medium
sized organizations build and
empower IT teams, address
skill gaps, train and mentor the
very people entrusted with the
care of critical IT services.
What kind of projects do
you mostly work on?
My last customer was a First
Nations community in northern
Quebec. They had been
audited for compliance to the
International Organization
for Standardization (ISO)
20000 and 27001 controls,
which relates to IT service
management and information
security respectively.
I worked to address the
audit findings with more
than a dozen projects such
as redesigning and securing
the network, standardizing
server and workstation
builds, migrate to Office

365, designing IT service
management processes,
writing IT security policies,
and recovering from an actual
disaster.
That’s right, my customer lost
their entire datacenter in a
huge disaster. They say, it
isn’t “if it happens” but rather
“when it happens”. So Disaster
Recovery Planning, or DRP
for short, is probably the most
daunting type of projects that
I work on.
How did you get into fishing
and photography?
When I was just a young lad,
my parents took the family out
on a camping trip at 31 Mile
Lake. There, we had gone
canoeing for the first time. I
remember peering down at
the lake floor. It was crystal.
Then, through the weeds, I saw
a monster pickerel. I had seen
my father fish, but until then,
it hadn’t clicked. Ever since, I
have always had a fascination
with fishing.

I bought some decent gear
and started taking pictures of
Molly, the family cat. It was
my first DSLR camera and I
realized that the pictures taken
just happened to be the best I
have ever taken.
So I went out and starting
taking pictures of everything
I could find. Fruits in a
dish? Snap! Birds in tree?
Whishchee! Cars in the street?
Oh yeah.
Now I submit my best photos to
Gurushots.com, a photography
game where you can join
challenges that have a specific
theme. Contestants can then
vote on the best photo to
ultimately determine the top
photographer. It’s a lot of fun
and it get’s me out the house to
try to find something amazing
to shoot.
What do you like best about
both these things?

These days, it’s more about
getting out and enjoying a
peaceful day with friends.
Funny thing is, I have never
kept a fish. Not a single one.
Ever.

The best part of fishing is
getting up in the wee hours,
loading up the car, being on
the road before anyone else,
getting to that secret fishing
hole, and seeing the warm
smiles from accompanying
friends in anticipation of a
great day.

Photography is my newest
passion. When I started
KraevTek, I wanted to get into
making instructional videos,
create courseware, set up a
Youtube channel and become a
content creator.

As for photography, that is
actually a pleasant surprise.
I had never really thought
about it before recently nor
did I think that I would enjoy
it as much as I do. The reality
is that it’s obvious that I like

going out, setting up, waiting
hours on end for that one
special moment. DOPAMINE
RUSH!
Best part, easy. Knowing that
the best things sometimes just
happen. All you have to do
is put yourself on the right
trajectory and be patient.
Then something beautiful
happens and, in that moment,
you bask in the awe of it all.
How important is it to
balance the IT work life with
hobbies or other fun stuff?
I think that people really
underestimate the importance
of work-life balance. Either
one way or the other.
When I decided to leave my
home town and to move out
here, to the Okanagan, I made
a promise to myself. Level the
bubble. Make sure that hard
work is rewarded with the
opportunity to balance it out
with fun and play.
My health has improved, my
energy level is up, and my
productivity is better. Odd
how doing less translates into
more.
Work gives me a sense of
accomplishment and play
allows me to celebrate that
accomplishment.
Can you tell us about
your project of trying to
photograph the elusive
owl we have in Kelowna?
(Sounds like there is an

interesting story there!)
The Elusive Great Horned Owl:
Owls are simply my favorite
bird of prey. I’ll take an
owl over a bald eagle, or an
osprey any day. Their look is
one with attention. Nothing
escapes their gaze. They can
swing their head right around
making them the perfect sentry.
Millions of years of evolution
have perfected their plumage
to break up turbulent air for
near-silent flight. What a
magnificent creature.
Anyhow, I’ve been told, on
good authority, that there is
a mature great horned owl
that resides at Munson pond.
Somewhere.
For weeks now, I have been
going to Munson pond.
Almost daily: in the morning,
afternoon, and evenings to
find this elusive owl.
Nowhere to be seen. I
think that I will call him
Snuffleupagus. Ask your
parents.
However, not all has been
lost. I have taken pictures
of all sorts of amazing
animals. Merlins, wood ducks,
american kestrels, great blue
herons, and beavers, to name
a few. Clearly validating
that most times, it isn’t about
the destination, it’s about the
journey.
…But I will get that owl,
someday.

Gerald Tessier, CAT Network Security
instructor, knows the importance
of work-life balance.

WORK. FISH.
PHOTOGRAPH.
REPEAT.
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 Veterinary hospital Assistants
This term there was general agreement on
campus that Friday 23 August was the best
day ever. Why? It was the day of the CAT
Pet Calendar photo shoot, and the college
was filled with furry friends, all waiting
to have their 30 minutes in front of the
camera.
The shoot was the brain child of Digital
Photography instructor Grant Robinson,
and his students Jessika Wingrove and
Damien Stasiewich, in conjunction with the
Veterinary Hospital Assistants department.
“We thought what better way to celebrate
the VHA students at graduation events
this term than by working with the digital
photography students to produce a pet
calendar to raise money for animal charity
‘Paws It Forward’,” says Deborah LampittMcConnachie, Program Manager for VHA.
“We gave first dibs on time slots to the
graduating students, then opened it up to the
rest of the campus.”
“Personally my favorite part - other than
working with animals - is seeing the look on
the owner’s face when they see a photograph
of their pet. It that makes their heart
melt,” says Wingrove. “Knowing that they
will have that photo for the rest of their
life to cherish the memories they have of
their beloved pet is the reason why I am a
photographer.”

Calendar
oodGirls
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G

(& Boys)

“It was a pleasure having photos of Seamus
taken by our photography student,” says
Holly Spencer (who’s dog Seamus will be
Mr. April). “He did a great job and was very
patient when Seamus was being less than
cooperative... I am excited to participate in
the next pet photo shoot, and can’t wait to
see the finished calendar.”
Don’t let these beautiful shots fool you
either - getting the perfect (or even useable)
shot is much harder than you would think by
looking at these wonderful results.

“The challenge with photographing animals is
that they are worse than toddlers - and they
don’t wear diapers!” laughs Robinson. “They
move around more than small children, which
makes getting a great shot really difficult.”
The 2020 CAT Pet Calendar will be available
for sale at September graduations events, and
from the CAT front desk. Price $12 ($10 CAT
Students). All proceeds to animal charity ‘Paws
It Forward’.

Opposite: photo by Jessika Wingrove. Above: photos
by Damien Stasiewich.

Charity Begins In The Studio...
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we've

been
busy
We All Scream for Ice Cream: CAT students enjoyed a free
lunch-time treat on July 18th. Free ice cream cones were
generously scooped by Director of Education Matt Redmond,
courtesy of the Student Success department.
‘Field’ Trip: Or maybe we should say ‘farmyard’ trip?! This term
animation students got off-campus to a farm in Glenmore to
practice their ‘Life Drawing’ skills on horses, goats and donkeys.
Deeply DE-Stressing: Towards the end of term, Carrie
Kiesweitter from Student Success spared a thought for the
deadlined focused and sleep deprived student body by putting
together ‘Stress Kits’ consisting of energy bars and juice boxes.
Yay Carrie!
GUEST SPEAKERS GALORE:
Jeremy Drainville: This digital photography alumni popped in
on July 16th to speak to current DP students about his photos
and great new gig as Official ski photographer for Keefer Lake
resort.
Trent Noble: The animation students had a great experience
the evening of July 17 when the animation director at the
Bardel Kelowna studio, dropped by to discuss the ‘Do’s and
Don’ts’ of an animation demo reel. It was super informative
and entertaining for our soon-to-be-grads (who may be lucky
enough to one day work with Trent!).
Jay Scott: Music biz and festivals veteran Jay Scott popped into
the EPM class on July 31 to talk to them about festival finance,
budgeting and sponsorship! You rocked it Jay!
Reuban Krabbe: CAT was super-please to welcome this Award
winning sports photographer into CAT on Aug 6. Reuben
screened his award winning ski film ‘Eclipse’ for students, staff
and members of the public, followed by a talk about his career,
and Q&A session. He also spent some time in studio, putting the
DP students through their paces.
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